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ABSTRACT
The ASPEN process simulator and economic evaluation system
were used to study the operating parameters and economic
feasability of a 100 megawatt solar power plant. The
system evaluated was the steam rankine cycle used in
modern fossil fueled power plants, but fired by a central
solar receiver and heliostat collector system. Plant size
corresponds to an early commercial plant rather than a
developmental pilot plant or large commercial plant.
Fluid flowrate, and heating and power requirements for a
typical plant cycle were determined using the ASPEN
simulator subsystem. Results corresponded closely to
process parameters for existing power plants.
Economic analysis included capital and operating cost
determination, equipment sizing, and profitability
analysis. ASPEN results agreed with Department of Energy
studies which showed the solar power generation concept to
be a factor of two away from competitive selling price.
Thesis Supervisor David K. Dyck
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 ASPEN
ASPEN (Advanced System for Process ENgineering) is
being developed at MIT by the Chemical Engineering
Department and Energy Laboratory for use in evaluating
fossil energy conversion processes. It is designed to
enable rapid calculation of process heat and material
balances, preliminary equipment sizing, and process
economic evaluations for a wide variety of chemical
engineering problems. It has the capability to handle
solids, multiphase streams, and complex substances such as
coal (1).
1.2 The Problem
As part of the development and testing proceedure, a
variety of example problems are being analyzed on ASPEN to
demonstrate its problem solving ability. This thesis
involves the study of the steam cycle used in modern
fossil fueled electric power plants, but as applied to the
specific case of a solar powered installation. The energy
conversion process is simulated on ASPEN and several
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process parameters are optimized. Estimates of size and
cost are developed for major pieces of equipment, and an
evaluation of economic profitability is carried out.
There are a number of interesting characteristics
pertinent to this study:
(1) The process is a closed cycle, involving no
material feed or product streams.
(2) It requires physical property calculations for
water over a wide range of temperature and
pressure, ranging from supercritical steam to
highly compressed liquid.
(3) Process parameters are manipulated during the
analysis to achieve specified flowsheet criteria.
(4) The flowsheet simulation and convergence,
equipment costing, and economic analysis are all
studied together, in one program.
(5) Economic evaluation of the solar power plant
is achieved by specifying a product (electricity)
selling price and required rate of return, and
then iteratively converging upon an additional
capital cost above that of the basic cycle to
determine the dollar amount available for
investment in the solar collector equipment.
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1.3 Application of Solar Energy to Power Generation
The development of a solar power generation plant is
interesting for a number of reasons:
(1) The use of solar energy has no operating fuel
requirements associated with it which contrasts
sharply against high priced fossil fuels.
(2) This source of energy is nonpolluting and is
truly renewable.
(3) Whereas fossil fuels often are found in hard
to reach places far from the user, solar is very
widely accessible.
Generating electricity from solar energy facilitates
convenient distribution of the harnessed energy through
the power grid. This is an important point because arid
regions where solar insolation is heaviest may not have
sufficient demand for produced power.
Applying a solar input to a steam cycle heat engine
is attractive because this type of conversion process is
well developed and has been optimized to achieve
relatively high thermal efficiencies, on the order of 45
percent. This feature reduces development time and effort
for a working system, whereas other conversion methods,
such as photovoltaic and photochemical processes, require
much more study before sufficient efficiencies will be
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reached. Also, heat engines are most efficient at large
sizes, a fact which correlates well with the need for
economies of scale in the solar collection and
concentration subsystem.
Along with the advantages to the solar power cycle
concept come several problems. An extensive collection
system is required to gather and concentrate the sun's
rays into a heat source capable of producing the required
boiler temperatures of 1000 degrees Fahrenheit, and a
sophisticated control system is needed to track the
diurnal movement of the the sun.
Both of these needs translate into a large capital
investment required for a solar installation. The U.S.
Department of Energy estimates that a solar power plant
would require a capital investment in the neighborhood of
4200 dollars per kilowatt (KW) of capacity (2) versus a
figure of 750 dollars per KW for a coal plant, and 850
$/KW for a nuclear fired plant (3). This large sunk cost
at the beginning of a project increases its risk
significantly. Uncertainty is compounded by the fact that
this venture trades fossil fuel cost for increased
construction costs. Both the price of fuel and capital
are very volatile in today's markets. Therefore it is
important to be able to quickly make accurate economic
evaluations of the venture. This need can be filled by
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implementing equipment costing and economic evaluation for
the venture on a computerized economic evaluation system
such as ASPEN.
1.4 Solar Subsystem Design
The U.S. Department of Energy has chosen the central
receiver concept to be the most promising alternative for
commercial solar power generation. It consists of a field
of individually guided mirrors (heliostats) that collect
and redirect the sun's energy to a receiver mounted on top
of a tower. A schematic of the system is shown in Figure
1. In the receiver, the radiant solar energy is absorbed
by circulating water which vaporizes into high pressure
steam used to drive a generating turbine. To achieve the
high temperatures required by the steam boiler, incident
solar radiation must be concentrated by a factor of up to
1000. A 100 MW power plant would need approximately 7000
heliostats of forty square meters each, spread over an
area of one half square mile (4). In order to prevent
transmitance blockage by adjacent heliostat structures,
the receiver would have to be on top of a 1000 foot tall
tower, located near the center of the field. A liquid and
rock filled sensible heat storage container would also be
included in the system to damp out fluctuations in heat
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Maximum efficiency is achieved in a heat engine when
heat is input to the system at the highest possible
temperature, and removed at the lowest possible
temperature, as shown in Equation 1.
Equation 1
The most efficient power cycle is the Carnot cycle,
differing from the ideal Rankine cycle in that heat is
input at a constant high temperature. This means that
there is no heating of compressed liquid up to saturation
temperature. The T-S diagram for a Carnot cycle is shown
in Figure 2 by cycles 1-2-3'-4' or 1-2-3-4". The first
involves extreme pressurization of the working fluid up to
the turbine temperature, and the second requires
compression of a vapor-liquid mixture into a saturated
liquid state. Neither of these processes is practical
with modern pumping equipment. Hence the Carnot cycle is
not used.
It is clear from Figure 2.b that the Rankine cycle is
not as thermally efficient as the Carnot cycle, because
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the average temperature of heat input is lowered during
process 4-41. Additional inefficiency is introduced into
real heat engines due to irreversible processes and
friction effects.
2.1.3 Improvements to Efficiency
Superheating
Heating the vapor above its saturation point as shown
in Figure 3, improves efficiency by increasing the average
temperature of heat input. It also helps eliminate
moisture produced during expansion (process 1-2 is inside
the vapor-liquid envelope), which causes erosion of
turbine blades.
Reheating
Instead of expanding the high pressure steam
completely in one turbine, one can expand it to a medium
pressure, reheat up to a higher temperature, and finish
the expansion. This process, shown in Figure 3, also




Using some high temperature steam to preheat the
compressed boiler feed water before it enters the boiler
is useful because it reduces the amount of heat from
outside the process put into the system at a low
temperature during heating up to saturation. Of course,
some of this efficiency increase is lost because less
steam is run through the turbine to produce power.
2.2 The Simulated Cycle
Power plants use all of the above improvements in
their operating cycles. The combination of reheaters and
feed water preheaters for a particular plant depends upon
equipment and fuel costs, reliability requirements, and a
variety of other factors. A typical process flow diagram
for a commercial power plant is shown in Figure 4 (5).
The process chosen for study is outlined in Figure 5.
It employs all of the basic components in the commercial
cycle, and retains the important thermodynamic
characteristics of the Rankine cycle. Temperatures and
pressures for the various unit operations were based upon
the process parameters in Figure 4.
In addition to the main simulation, a case study
simulation was done for the simple Rankine cycle in Figure
2. The purpose of this analysis was to compare
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efficiencies for cycles with and without reheat and feed
water heat capability. Flowsheet parameters were set to
match the main simulation.
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3 ASPEN PROCESS SIMULATION
3.1 The Flowsheet Model
Figure 6 is an outline of the process block
flowsheet. This diagram shows the connectivity between
unit operations blocks and material and information
streams. Block labels and model names are also shown, as
well as convergence methods and their placement in the
flowsheet. The purpose behind segregating the boiler into
an economizer, evaporator, and superheater is to enable
representation of the different heat transfer
characteristics in these sections. The differences in
heat transfer coefficients which prevail in sensible
heating of liquids, latent heating during evaporation, and
sensible heating of vapor are important in the estimation
of boiler equipment size and cost. If only the heat
requirement to the boiler was of interest, then the item
could be modeled as one single heater.
The complete problem input files for the main
simulation and the case study are presented in Appendix 1.
The simulation is executed for a single component (water)
system with physical properties calculated by a
correlation (ASPEN physical property option SYSOP12),
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which determines water's thermodynamic properties as
departures from an ideal gas model. Block parameters were
set according to the specificatons in Figure 5.
3.2 Fortran Blocks and Unit Operations Design
Specifications
The fraction of steam that is extracted from the
turbine to be used for feedwater heating is calculated in
fortran block X-CALC. This block samples enthalpies from
the streams entering and leaving the feed water heater,
and calculates the correct stream split.
The total flowrate for the cycle was determined by
design specification block F-SPEC. This block samples the
turbine work output rates and the pump power requirements
and uses an iterative convergence technique (ASPEN's
ONE-VAR, a secant-type of function solver) to vary the
total mass flow until a net power output of 100 megawatts
(MW) is achieved.
When this problem was studied, the PUMP model did not
yet have the capability to calculate power requirement.
Since these values are required by F-SPEC, fortran blocks
P1WORK and P2WORK were implemented to do the calculation.
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3.3 Process Simulation Results
The output from the process simulations are presented
in the report files in Appendix 2. The history file shows
the calculation sequence and all intermediate stream and
block outlet values while the design specification and
tear set are being converged. The report file shows
flowsheet connectivity and stream calculation order,
convergence results, the overall heat and material balance
with related input, process data for all streams, and heat
and material balance results for unit operation blocks.
3.3.1 Analysis
The heat rate of a plant is the input at the
boiler system. The overall efficiency of the cycle is the
quotient of the output work (100 MW) and the input heat.
This data plus system flowrate is presented in Table 1 for
the main and simplified cases, and also for a reference
coal plant.
The similarity in heat rate between the ASPEN
simulations and the reference plant show ASPEN's accuracy,
with the variance attributable to differences in cycle
parameters and the fact that the simulation assumed
mechanical efficiencies of unity. The ASPEN system is
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capable of implementing equipment inefficiencies into a
more detailed study.
The difference in thermal efficiency between the main
simulation and the case study shows how reheat and feed
water heat improve plant performance.
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4 ECONOMIC EVALUATION
The ASPEN Cost Estimation and Economic Evaluation
System was used to study plant capital requirements and
project profitability for a solar power plant. The study
generated :
Purchased equipment costs,
Material and labor installation costs,
Site development and indirect project costs,
Fixed and variable operating costs,
A discounted cash flow analysis of project
profitability, and
An economic sensitivity study of the solar power
plant concept, using ASPEN's DESIGN SPECIFICATION
feature to vary plant capital investment.
Except for certain special equipment costs which
could not be represented by currently available ASPEN
models, all parts of the evaluation utilized ASPEN's
capabilities.
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4.1 Estimation of Capital Investment
Plant capital investment was calculated from values
generated in the equipment COSTBLOCKs, the COST-SECTIONs,
and a utility investment routine (UTILITY-INV).
Associated costs for items such as land, site development,
working capital and contingency were generated in section
CAPITAL-INVE, using ASPEN factors applied to the total
equipment cost, total installation materials cost and
total installation labor hours generated in previous
sections of the Economic Evaluation Subsystem.
4.1.1 Purchased Equipment Cost
ASPEN cost models were used to estimate purchased
cost for the major pieces of equipment in the flowsheet.
Factors used by the models were set to specify equipment
number, type and material of construction. Heat exchanger
and pump designs were generated based upon heat duties,
flows, temperatures, pressures, and densities that were
retrieved by the Economic Evaluation System from the
process simulation. Values for the total installaton
material cost factor (MAT) were derived from The ASPEN
Project Thirteenth Quarterly Progress Report (6).
Material of construction was assumed to be carbon steel
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for all equipment items except the condenser, which was
designed with Admiralty alloy tubes to protect against
corrosion from dissolved species (e.g. chlorine) in the
cooling water. Overall heat transfer coefficients for the
HEAT-EXCHANG blocks were calculated using solar heat
fluxes reported by Zoschak and Wu (7). This was also the
source of hot side (solar) temperatures. The hotwell
volume was calculated by assuming a liquid residence time
of 10 minutes and a void fraction of forty percent. The
pump cost models were specified for high-speed (3550 rpm)
horizontally-split-case, multi-stage pumps as named by
1(!<Jc3s,*v-, (8).
4.1.2 Other Equipment Costs
Where an ASPEN model was not available (cooling
towers and turbine-generator), a referenced value for
purchased cost was inserted as an ADD-COST in a
COST-SECTION.
The two turbines in the process flowsheet actually
represent one turbine casing with an extraction point
partway through the expansion. A 1975 purchased price of
8.85 million dollars (9) for a 125 MW combination
turbine-generator was inserted in COST-SECTION TURB.
The plant cooling towers were included as an ADD-COST
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item in COST-SECTION COOLTWR. This amount is based upon a
factor of 14 dollars per KW of capacity (10), in 1975
dollars.
A utility investment cost was calculated for the
basic (without cooling towers) cooling water system
supplying the condenser. This was done by referencing
another plant's cooling water capital cost, and applying
an exponential factor to the difference in system
capacity. The reference value is in 1970 dollars and is
for a 200 MW facility (11).
4.2 Plant Operating Cost
Operating cost was calculated using default ASPEN
labor, material and local tax factors in section
OPERATING-CO. The required number of operators for this
plant was estimated to be thirty, but keyword NOP was
specified to 15 because the ASPEN routine assumes a 24
hour production day, and a solar power plant could not
operate for more than twelve hours per day. Product
revenue was estimated by setting operating capacity to
forty percent of the design capacity of 100 megawatts, to
account for a twelve hour generating day at eighty percent
of peak power capability and a 1979 selling price of 68
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mills per kilowatt-hour (KWh) (12).
4.3 Profitability Analysis
Financial parameters were set to those of the utility
in Table 2 (13).
The analysis calculates the selling price required to
meet a DCFRR of twenty percent. This method is used with
a design specification (AC-SPEC) to find the maximum
amount available for expenditure on a solar collecting
system. AC-SPEC uses convergence method ONE-VAR to vary
the ADD-COST item in COST-SECTION SOLAR until the
specified unit energy price is met. A competitive 1979
selling price of 68 mills per kilowatt hour of electricity
was specified. The initial value given to the ADD-COST is
the capital cost required for a coal fired plant's coal
handling and pollution control equipment (14). It is
interesting to insert this value in order to generate, on
the first iteration of the cost convergence, the capital
investment required for a 100 MW coal plant. This gives
one an additional piece of data that can be compared to
external values, in order check ASPEN's accuracy.
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4.4 Results of Economic Analysis
The output from the economic evaluation is located in
Appendix 3.
The value of 851 $/KW calculated during iteration 1
of the simulation is the estimated capital cost for a coal
fired power plant. This is only 13 percent different than
the value of 750 $/KW mentioned in section 1.3.
Figure 7 shows additional (solar) and total capital
cost plotted versus selling price.
This shows how much capital is available for
expenditure on solar collection equipment at any
electricity selling price. This information is useful in
evaluating present and future economic feasability. One
can compare the available amount to estimated collector
cost to determine how close the venture is to feasibility.
Assuming 7000 heliostats of 40 square meters each
(280000 sq.m.) gives a collector cost of 11.8 $/sq.m. at
a selling price of 68 mills per KWh. The D.O.E.'s
estimate for lowest possible collector cost at mass
produced outputs is 75 $/sq.m. (15). To pay for this,
the selling price would have to be 136 mills per KW,
according to Figure 7. This value differs by 24 percent
from D.O.E. estimates of 179 mills per KWh (16). This is





The results from both the process simulation and
economic evaluation of the problem compare well to data
from other studies. This vouches for ASPEN's credibility
as a process simulator and economic evaluation system, and
tends to support the message that it states concerning
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APPENDIX 1 --------------- BASE CASE ------------------
PROCESS SIMULATION AND ECONOMIC EVALUATION
OF A 100 MW SOLAR POWER PLANT.
TITLE 'STEAM POWER CYCLE'
DESCRIPTION 'PROCESS SIMULATION AND ECONOMIC EVALUATION FOR SOLAR POWER PLANT'
IN-UNITS ENG
OUT-UNITS ENG
SECTION 1 : PROCESS SIMULATION
COMPONENTS H20 WATER
FORMULA H20 H20
SIM-OPTIONS HMB-RESULTS=2 SIZE-RESULTS=2 CALCULATES STREAM DENSITIES
FOR PUMP WORK FORTRAN BLOCKS
PROPERTIES viYS'Y'SOP GL06AL ; ±tviPrEETL DEVL ALTUi.CE CORLAIA1U_..
CALCULATES WATER PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
PROP-OPTIONS MYSYSOP SYSOP12 PHILMX PHILMXOO / PHIVMX MYPHIVMX
MP-ROUTE MYPHIVMX PHIVMX 1 *
DEF-STREAMS



















HEAT QECON- QEVAP QSHTR QRHTR QCONDS QFWHTR














































---------------- STREAM INITIALIZATION ---------------------
STREAM BFW PRES=3100 TEMP=220.
MASS-FLOW H20 100000.
STREAM LSTM PRES=2600 V=1.0
MASS-FLOW H20 300000.











FILE: PWR INPUT A PAGE 001










PARAM 3 580 ES=.87
BLOCK SPLIT FSPLIT
FRAC RHFLOW .7 / XTRACT 0.3
BLOCK RHTR HEATER
PARAM TEMP=1000. PRES=560. NPK=1 KPH=1
BLOCK LPTURB COMPR










PARAM TEMP=500. PRES=3000. NPK=1 KPH=2
BLOCK FWHTRA HEATER
PARAM PRES=500. V=0.0
REPORT STREAMS BLOCKS FLOWSHEET
------------------- FORTRAN BLOCKS -----------------------
FORTRAN X-CALC ;CALCULATES NEW SPLIT FRACTION.
DEFINE HAO STREAM-VAR STREAM=CASCADE VARIABLE=MOLE-ENTH
DEFINE HAI STREAM-VAR STREAM=XTRACT VARIABLE=MOLE-ENTH
DEFINE HBO STREAM-VAR STREAM=DAW VARIABLE=MOLE-ENTH
DEFINE HBI STREAM-VAR STREAM=BFW VARIABLE=MOLE-ENTH
DEFINE X1 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=SPLIT SENTENCE=FRAC VARIABLE=FRAC IDI=XTRACT
DEFINE X2 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=SPLIT. SENTENCE=FRAC VARIABLE=FRAC ID1=RHFLOW
F WRITE(NHSTRY,*) HAO,HAI,HBO,HBI
CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
F. X1 = (HBO-HBI)/(HAI-HAO)
F X2 = 1-X1
F WRITE(NHSTRY,*) X1,X2
EXECUTE AFTER PMP2
FORTRAN PiWORK ;CALCULATES PUMP WORK
IN-UNITS SI
DEFINE P1I STREAM-VAR STREAM=CONDSTM VARIABLE=PRES
DEFINE P10 STREAM-VAR STREAM=P1STM VARIABLE=PRES
DEFINE Fl STREAM-VAR STREAM=CONDSTM VAR-IABLE=MASS-FLOW
DEFINE Dl STREAM-VAR STREAM=CONDSTM VAR'IABLE=MASS-DENSITY
VECTOR-DEF WIII STREAM STREAM=WP1




FORTRAN P2WORK ;CALCULATES PUMP WORK
IN-UNITS SI
DEFINE P21 STREAM-VAR STREAM=HWFLOW VARIABLE=PRES
DEFINE P20 STREAM-VAR STREAM=BFW VAADLE:-PRES
DEFINE F2 STREAM-VAR STREAM=HWFLOW VARIABLE=MASS-FLOW
DEFINE D2 STREAM-VAR STREAM=HWFLOW VARIABLE=MASS-DENSITY
VECTOR-DEF WIV STREAM STREAM=WP2




------- DESIGN SPECIFICATION TO CALC. TOTAL SYSTEM FLOWRATE.---
DES-SPEC F-SPEC ;OPTIMIZES TOTAL FLOW.
VECTOR-DEF WI STREAM STREAM=WHPTURB
VECTOR-DEF WII STREAM STREAM=WLPTURB
VECTOR-DEF WIII STREAM STREAM=WP1
VECTOR-DEF WIV STREAM STREAM=WP2
SPEC 'DABS( WI(1) + WII(1) - WIII(1) - WIV(1) ) TO 1.D+8
TOL-SPEC 100000.
VARY STREAM-VAR STREAM=SHSTM VARIABLE=MASS-FLOW
LIMITS l.D+3 1.D+9
SECTION 2 : ECONOMIC EVALUATION










FILE: PWR INPUT A -PAGE 003
CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
HMB-REFERENCE BLK=PMP2






PARAM TYPE=1 NEQ=1 NSB=0 SMAT=1 TMAT=1 SFCT=1 &
CFCT=1 SPRS=1[PSI] TPRS=3000 FDT=1 FPR=1





PARAM TYPE=1 NEQ=1 NSB=0 SMAT=1 TMAT=1 SFCT=1 &
CFCT=1 SPRS=1[PSI] TPRS=3000 FDT=1 FPR=1





PARAM TYPE=1 NEQ=1 NSB=O SMAT=1 TMAT=1 SFCT=1 &
CFCT=1 SPRS=1[PSI] TPRS=3000 FDT=1 FPR=1





PARAM TYPE=1 NEQ=1 NSB=0 SMAT=1 TMAT=1 SFCT=1 &
CFCT=1 SPRS=1[PSI] TPRS=800 FDT=1 FPR=1
SIZE-INPUT U=100 TI2 = 1290 T02 = 12-90












PARAM TYPE=1 NEQ=1 NSB=0 SMAT=1 TMAT=15 SFCT=1 CFCT=1 SPRS=15 &
TPRS=15 FDT=1 FPR=1
SIZE-INPUT U= 600 NSPS=1 NTPS=2 ; TI2=80 T02=110
UTILITY WATER=CONOWTR
FILE: PWR INPUT A PAGE 004
CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM






PARAM NVS=1 NSB=0 MAT=.1 SFCT=1 CFCT=1





PARAM NTRAIN=1 AVAL=.90 CAPC=1
COST-INDEX PLANT=231. PCOD=1 ;EQUIP=1 LABOR=1 INSTAL=1 CHEM=1
COST-SECTION COOLTWR COOLING TOWER COST
INST-FACTORS LAB=.004
ADD-COST COST=.55D+6 INDX=182. CODE =1
COST-SECTION TURB
INST-FACTORS LAB=.004 MAT=1.27
ADD-COST COST=8.85D+6 INDX=182.0 CODE=1
COST-SECTION SOLAR ;SOLAR COLLECTOR OR COAL HANDLING COST
BLOCKS ALL
INST-FACTORS LAB=.004
ADO-COST COST=.93D+7 INDX=231.0 CODE=1
UTILITY-INVE WATER FACTOR=1
INVESTMENT BCST=6.D+5 BCAP=8.819D+7 [KG/SEC} EXP= .60 &
INDX=123. CODE=1 MIN=.10+7 MAX=.1D+9 LFCT=.02
CAPITAL-INVE
GEN-FACILITY RMD=O PRD=0 STRL=0 BLGM=.05 BLGL=.02 DISM=.04 DISL=.01
SITE-DEVELOP MFCT=.O1 LFCT=.02










FLOW-RATE MASS-FLOW=50000 [KG/SEC] DENSITY=.00001 ;REALLY KW.
PRICE PRICE=.189D-4 [$/KG] INDX=231.0 CODE=1
OPERATING-CO
CAPACITY I * *
PAGE obsFILE: PWR INPUT A
CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM







SCHEDULE BEGN=O CNST=4 OPER=20
DEPRECIATION METH=2 LIFE=15 SALV=0




CAPITAL-PROF 1 .09/ 2 .25/ 3 .36/ 4 .30
CAPACITY-PRO 1 .5/ 2 .9/ 3 1.
------DESIGN SPECIFICATION TO CALC. SOLAR CAPITAL COST----
DES-SPEC AC-SPEC CALCULATES SOLAR CAPITAL INVESTMENT
IN-UNITS SI
DEFINE PC PROFITABILIT SENTENCE=REliTS VAR=PPIC
DEFINE PLC PROFITABILIT SENTENCE=RESULTS VAR=LPRC
DEFINE PRC PROFITABILIT SENTENCE=RESULTS VAR =NPRC
F WRITE(NHSTRY,*) PC,PLC,PRC
SPEC PC TO .189D-4 ; PRICE IS .068 $ PER KWH
TOL-SPEC .1D-6
VARY COST-SEC-VAR SECTION=SOLAR SENTENCE=ADD-COST VAR=COST
LIMITS 1.D+5 1.D+9
SEQUENCE MAIN CONV1 FWHTRB ECON MIXR EVAP VLSEP SHTR CONV2 HPTURB &
SPLIT FWHTRA RHTR LPTURB CONDS PMP1 HOTWELL PMP2 (RETURN CONV2) &
(RETURN CONVI) PMP1COST PMP2COST ECONCOST EVAPCOST SHCOST RHCOST FWHTCOST &







TEAR !3PW / LSTM
FILE: PWR INPUT 'A PAGE 006
CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
NEW
APPENDIX : --------- SIMPLE RANKINE CYCLE ----------
SIMULATED IN ORDER TO COMPARE CYCLE
EFFICIENCIES.
TITLE 'SIMPLIFIED STEAM CYCLE'






PROPERTIES MYSYSOP GLOBAL ; IMPROVED ENTHALPY DEPARTURE CORRELATION.
PROP-OPTIONS MYSYSOP SYSOP12 PHILMX PHILMXOO / PHIVMX MYPHIVMX
MP-ROUTE MYPHIVMX PHIVMX 1 *
DEF-STREAMS HEAT QECON QEVAP QSHTR QCONDS
/WURK WHPTURB WP1
TEAR DAW / LSTM
HISTORY
MSG-LEVEL STREAMS=4 PROPERTIES=2 SIM=4
FLOWSHEET
ECON IN=DAW OUT=HSTM







STREAM DAW PRES=3100 TEMP=150.
MASS-FLOW H20 10000.




















PARAM 3 1.72 ES=.86






FORTRAN PIWORK ;CALCULATES PUMP WORK
IN-UNITS SI
DEFINE P1I STREAM-VAR STREAM=CONDSTM VARIABLE=PRES
DEFINE P10 STREAM-VAR STREAM=DAW VARIABLE=PRES
DEFINE Fl STREAM-VAR STREAM=CONDSTM VARIABLE=MASS-FLOW
DEFINE Dl STREAM-VAR STREAM=CONDSTM VARIABLE=MASS-DENSITY
VECTOR-DEF WIII STREAM STREAM=WP1




DES-SPEC F-SPEC ;OPTIMIZES TOTAL FLOW.
VECTOR-DEF WI STREAM STREAM=WHPTURB
VECTOR-DEF WIII STREAM STREAM=WP-1
SPEC -'DABS( WI(1) - WIII(1) ) TO 1.D+8
TOL-SPEC 100000.
VARY STREAM-VAR STREAM=SHSTM VARIABLE=MASS-FLOW
LIMITS 1.D+3 1.0+9
SEQUENCE MAIN CONV1 ECON MIXR EVAP VLSEP SHTR CONV2 HPTURB &




TEAR DAW / LSTM
FILE: NTST INPUT A PAGE 002
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............................................. ......... J.SI WiASA LAI.SIA 8IM:1 ISH
....................................................ZdM Ldm SaflidIM sdflIdHM
...........................................
**SONOOO 8I1HO 81HSO dVA3b NOO
........................................... N3ANOO SSVIO LAJw3HiS JO NOIildI8OS3(
............................................. M8M SSVIO W~V381LS JO NOI~dI8-JS3Q
.............................................. LV3H SSVIO W~V38LLS JO NOIldI8OS30
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0 1 :)-) :)40019 NVUi8OJ
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MAKE DABS( WI(1) + WII(1)
WITHIN 100,000.
MANIPULATED VARIABLES:
VARY THE TOTAL MASSFLOW
BETWEEN 1,000.00
1 ASPEN VERSION ONE SEQUE




























































MAXIT= 30 STEP-SIZE= 0.000 MAX-STEP= 0.100








TEAR STREAMS: BFW LSTM
MAXIT= 30 WAIT 1 ITERATIONS BEFORE ACCELLERATING
ACCELLERATE EVERY 0 ITERS. QMAX= 0.0 QMIN= -5.000
























































































































































CONV1 FWHTRB ECON MIXR EVAP VLSEP SHTR CONV2 HPTURB SPLIT FWHTRA RHTR
LPTURB CONDS PMP1 PIWORK HOTWELL PMP2 P2WORK X-CALC CONV2<--- CONVI<---
PMP1COST PMP2COST ECONCOST EVAPGOST HCUSif RHcutr FWHf;OS' CUNDCOST






























FILE: PWR REPORT A PAGE 015
FILE: PWR REPORT A
INPUT STREAM: OAW
PROPERTY OPTION SET 5
CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
OUTPUT STREAM. HSTM







*** INPUT DATA ***


































MIXER (MIXER ): MIXR
INLET STREAM(S): LSTM
OUTLET STREAM: FWTR
PROPERTY OPTION SET 5





ENTHALPY(BTU/HR ) -.1858442D+11 -. 1858473D+11
*** INPUT DATA ***
OUTLET PRESSURE PSI
TYPE OF FLASH - PHASE
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IN FLASH
CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE FOR FLASH
GENERAL-HEAT (HEATER): EVAP
INPUT STREAM: FWTR


















1 ASPEN VERSION ONE SEQUENCE I
STEAM POWER CYCLE
U-0-S BLOCK SECTION
DATE: 05/27/80 PAGE 6
GENERAL-HEAT (HEATER): EVAP (CONTINUED)
























*** INPUT DATA ***
** RESULTS ***
/HR


















ENTHALPY(BTU/HR ) -. 18326620+11 -. 1832662D+11
*** INPUT DATA ***
TWO PHASE PQ FLASH
PRESSURE DROP PSI



























SUBSTREAM NO. = 1
1 ASPEN VERSION ONE
.)
MIXED SUBSTREAM, NO SOLID SPLITS.
SEQUENCE 1 DATE: 05/27/80 PAGE 7
STEAM POWER CYCLE
U-0-S BLOCK SECTION


















PROPERTY OPTION SET 5
OUTPUT STREAM: SHSTM






ENTHALPY(BTU/HR ) -.4388055D+10 -. 4118025D+10
*** INPUT DATA ***




































PAGE 018,FILE: PWR REPORT A
CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
H20 1 .0000 1.0000
COMPR-TURBIN (COMPR ): HPTURB
INLET = SHSTM
OUTLET = HPXSTM
PROPERTY OPTION SET 5
1 ASPEN VERSION ONE SEQUENCE 1
STEAM POWER CYCLE
U-0-S BLOCK SECTION
COMPR-TURBIN (COMPR ): HPTURB (CONTINUED)





MOLE( LBMOL/HR) 0.4222759D+05 0.4222759D+05
ENTHALPY(BTU/HP ) -.41190250-4-10 -. 42q5180D+10
*** INPUT DATA ***


































ENTHALPY(BTU/HR ) -.2875647D+10 -. 2764575D+10
*** INPUT DATA ***













PAGE 019FILE: PWR REPORT A
CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
TP FLASH, NO INITIAL GUESSES ARE REQUIRED.
1 ASPEN VERSION ONE SEQUENCE 1
STEAM POWER CYCLE
U-0-S BLOCK SECTION




















MOLE( LBMOL/HR) 0.2867214D+05 0.2867214D+05
ENTHALPY(BTU/HR ) -.27645750+10 -. 2995603D+10
*** INPUT DATA ***
























PROPERTY OPTION SET 5
OUTPUT STREAM: CONDSTM





MOLE( LBMOL/HR) 0.2867214D+05 0.2867214D+05
ENTHALPY(BTU/HR ) -.2995603D+10 -. 3503213D+10



















GENERAL-HEAT (HEATER): CONDS (CONTINUED)
*** INPUT DATA ***


























MIXER (MIXER ): HOTWELL
INLET STREAM(S) : P1STM.
OUTLET STREAM: HWFLOW
PROPERTY OPTION SET 5





MOLE( LBMOL/HR) 0.42227590+05 0.42227590+05
ENTHALPY(BTU/HR ) -.50701780+10 -. 5070177D+10
*** INPUT DATA
OUTLET PRESSURE PSI
TYPE OF FLASH - PHASE
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IN FLASH
CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE FOR FLASH
GENERAL-HEAT (HEATER): FWHTRA
INPUT STREAM: XTRACT OUTPUT STREAM: CASCADE
PROPERTY OPTION SET 5

























1 ASPEN VERSION ONE
0.13bb54,o+05 0.






DATE: 05/27/80 PAGE 11
GENERAL-HEAT (HEATER): FWHTRA (CONTINUED)
*** INPUT DATA ***



























INPUT STREAM: BFW OUTPUT STREAM: DAW
PROPERTY OPTION SET 5





MOLE( LBMOL/HR) 0.4222759D+05 0.4222478D+05
ENTHA LPY( STU 'HR 1 )'-:'r4740i
*** INPUT DATA ***






























PAGE 022FILE: PWR REPORT A
CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM




DESCRIPTION OF STREAM CLASS HEAT
STREAM CLASS : HEAT
STREAM ATTR : HEAT
DESCRIPTION OF STREAM CLASS WORK
STREAM CLASS : WORK
STREAM ATTR : WORK




1 ASPEN VERSION ONE SEQUENCE 1
STEAM POWER CYCLE
STREAM SECTION
DATE: 05/27/80 PAGE 13











































DATE: 05/27/80 PAGE 15
PAGE 12
FILE: PWR REPORT A PAGE 023
FILE: PWR REPORT A





























































































































































































































0.9595 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0414 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
-9.5034 -2.0P56 -2.0857 -1.9037 -1-9037
.28777-03 61.7063 61.7966 59.2848 59.7594
18.0150 18.0150 18.0150 18.0150 18.0150























FILE: PWR REPORT A PAGE 02S
CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
ASPEN BEGINS EXECUTION FOR STEAM POWER CYCLE


























***** *********** * **** **** ****** ****************** ********** *******.* *
P FrYSICAL PROPERTY ERROR PRINTING LiMiIT OF 200 REACED

















































































FILE: PWR HISTORY D PAGE 001





































































































































ENTERING-COST BLOCK PMP1COST ROUTINE: CPCOI INTERFACE: CPCO1I MODEL: CPCOI
* WARNING 8754103 ROUTINE: CPCO1 BLOCK: PMP1COST
PUMP HEAD, 3.471D+03, TOO HIGH. EXTRAPOLATION OVER 3.300D+03 M2/S2 REQUIRED
WARNING 8754106 ROUTINE: CPC01 BLOCK: PMP1COST
NOMINAL MOTOR SIZE, 4.0000+02, TOO HIGH. MAXIMUM FOR PUMP TYPE 2.500D+02 HP
TIME = 8.53/ 8.58
CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
* WARNING 8754105 ROUrINt: CPCOI BLOCK: PMP1CUSI
PUMP SIZE, 3.879D+00, TOO HIGH. MAXIMUM FOR PUMP TYPE 3.7000+00 M4/S2
PUMP COSTING RESULTS:
# OF PUMPS 1 BASE COST 2.002D+04 TOTAL COST 2.549f+04
* WARNING 8759802 ROUTINE: CUTRQ BLOCK: PMP1COST
NUMBER OF UTILITIES SPECIFIED BY THE USER IS NOT EQUAL TO THAT OF REQUIRED
ENTERING COST BLOCK PMP2COST ROUTINE: CPCO1 INTERFACE: CPC01I MODEL: CPCO1 TIME = 8.54/ 8.60
* WARNING 8754101 ROUTINE: CPC01 BLOCK: PMP2COST
FLOW PER PUMP, 1.009D-01, TOO HIGH. EXTRAPOLATION OVER 6.940D-02 M3/S REQUIRED
* WARNING 8754107 ROUTINE: CPC01 BLOCK: PMP2COST
BRAKE POWER, 2.253D+06 W TOO HIGH FOR ELECTRIC MOTOR
* WARNING 8754103 ROUTINE: CPCO1 BLOCK: PMP2COST
PUMP HEAD, 1.873D+04, TOO HIGH. EXTRAPOLATION OVER 3.300D+03 M2/S2 REQUIRED
* WARNING 8754106 ROUTINE: CPC01 BLOCK: PMP2COST
NOMINAL MOTOR SIZE, 3.020D+03, TOO HIGH. MAXIMUM FOR PUMP TYPE 2.500D+02 HP
* WARNING 8754105 ROUTINE: CPCO1 BLOCK: PMP2COST
PUMP SIZE, 1.381D+01, TOO HIGH. MAXIMUM FOR PUMP TYPE 3.700D+00 M4/S2
* WARNING 37'-41C, ROUTINE: CPC01 2LOCK: 2MP2CCST
NOMINAL MOTOR SIZE, 3.020D+03 HP, TOO HIGH. EXTRAPOLATION REQUIRED
PUMP COSTING RESULTS:
# OF PUMPS 1 BASE COST 4.015D+04 TOTAL COST 5.964D404
* WARNING 8759802 ROUTINE: CUTRQ BLOCK: PMP2COST
NUMBER OF UTILITIES SPECIFIED BY THE USER IS NOT EQUAL TO THAT OF REQUIRED
ENTERING COST BLOCK ECONCOST ROUTINE: CHE01 INTERFACE: CHEOlI MODEL: CHE01 TIME = 8.56/ 8.61
HEAT EXCHANGER SIZING RESULTS:
AREA 1.632D+02 DELTA T LM 2.821D+02 TRAN COEFF 3.407D+03
HEAT EXCHANGER COSTING
NO OF EXCH 1 BASE COST .2308D+05 EXCH. COST .23080+05
ENTERING COST BLOCK EVAPCOST ROUTINE: CHE01 INTERFACE: CHE01I MODEL: CHE01 TIME = 8.56/ 8.62
HEAT EXCHANGER SIZING RESULTS:
AREA 8.037D+02 DELTA T LM 1.252D+02 TRAN COEFF 4.543D+03
HEAT EXCHANGER COSTING
NO OF EXCH 1 BASE COST .8499D+05 EXCH. COST .8499D+05
ENTERING COST BLOCK SHCOST ROUTINE: CHE01 INTERFACE: CHE01I MODEL: CHEO1 TIME = 8.57/ 8.63
HEAT EXCHANGER SIZING RESULTS:
AREA 5.218D+02 DELTA T LM 2.403D+02 TRAN COEFF 1.363D+03
HEAT EXCHANGER COSTING
NO OF EXCH 1 BASE COST .5770D+05 EXCH. COST .5770D+05
ENTERING COST BLOCK RHCOST ROUTINE: CHE01 INTERFACE: CHE01I MODEL: CHE01 TIME = 8.57/ 8.63
HEAT EXCHANGER SIZING RESULTS:
AREA 3.2420+02 DELTA T LM 2.526D+02 TRAN COEFF 5.678-02
HEAT EXCHANGER COSTING
NO OF EXCH 1 BASE COST .3878D+05 EXCH. COST .3878D+05
ENTERING COST BLOCK FWHTCOST ROUTINE: CHE01 INTERFACE: CHE01I MODEL: CHE01 TIME 8.58/ 8.64
HEAT EXCHANGER SIZING RESULTS:
FILE: PWR HISTORY D PAGE 003
CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
AREA 2.560D+02 DELTA T LM 9.2o7D+Oi TRAN COEFF 3.407D+03
HEAT EXCHANGER COSTING
NO OF EXCH 1 BASE COST .3221D+05 EXCH. COST .3221D+05
ENTERING COST BLOCK CONDCOST ROUTINE: CHE01 INTERFACE: CHE01I MODEL: CHE01
HEAT EXCHANGER SIZING RESULTS:
AREA 3.560D+03 DELTA T LM 1.226D+01 TRAN COEFF 3.407D+03
* WARNING 8751102 ROUTINE: CHEOl BLOCK: CONDCOST
AREA IS GREATER THAN MAXIMUM AREA= 3560. AMAX= 1100. M2
HEAT EXCHANGER COSTING
NO OF EXCH 1 BASE COST .3703D+06 EXCH. COST .49660+06
ENTERING COST BLOCK HWCOST ROUTINE: CVS11 INTERFACE: CVS01I MODEL: CVS11
VERTICAL PRESSURE VESSEL SIZING RESULTS:
NO.VESSELS 1 INNER DIAM 3.048D+00 SHELL WGT 4.788D+04
VERTICAL PRESSURE VESSEL COSTING RESULTS:
SHELL WGT 4.788D+04 BASE COST 1.033D+05 TOTAL COST 1.1290+05
ENTERING CONVERGENCE BLOCK CONV3
ITER 0 FOR SPECS: AC-SPEC
EQUIPMENT CUST SUMMARY
ID ITEM
ROUTINE: SECANT INTERFACE: CONVI MODEL: SECANT
QUAN STAND
-TITY -BY
BASE COST PURCHASED COST
PMP1COST 1 1 40035. 50984.
PMP2COST 1 1 80293. 119278.
ECONCOST 1 0 23079. 23079.
EVAPCOST 1 0 84993. 84993.
SHCOST 1 0 57696. 57696.
RHCOST 1 0 38778. 38778.
FWHTCOST 1 0 32207. 32207.
CONDCOST 1 0 370328. 496643.
HWCOST 1 0 103273. 112927.
----------------------- ----------------------------------- ------------
ID ITEM MATERIAL COST LABOR
HOURS
PMP1COST 154013. 160.








-- -- - -- - -- -- - -- - -- - -- -- - -- - -- -- - -- - - --- - --
UTILITY INVESTMENT ESTIMATION
CAPITAL INVESTMENT









TIME = 8.60/ 8.66
FILE: PWR HISTORY D PAGE 004
CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
RATE OF RETURN ON EQUITY 0.20000
OVERALL DISCOUNTED RATE 0.13500
NET PRESENT VALUE INDEX 0.0
RETURN ON INVESTMENT: 0.11532
PAYOUT TIME 8.67163
BREAKEVEN FRACTION 0.63208
BREAKEVEN VOLUME, KG/YEAR 8.976D+11
PRODUCT SELLING PRICE
POWER $/KG 2.529D-05
ENTERING CONVERGENCE BLOCK CONV3 ROUTINE: SECANT INTERFACE: CONVI MODEL: SECANT TIME = 8.85/ 8.95
ITER 1 FOR SPECS: AC-SPEC
.252881916420796901E-04 .999999999999999766E+70 .999999999999999766E+70
CONV3 (SECANT ) ITER= 1
NEW X G(X) X ERROR
I FISCAL (3) 100000.00 .0 9300000.0 .63881916D-05*
EQUIPMENT COST SUMMARY
ID ITEM QUAN STAND BASE COST PURCHASED COST
-TITY 
-BY
PMP1COST 1 1 40035. 50984.
PMP2COST 1 1 80293. 119278.
ECONCOST 1 0 23079. 23079.
EVAPCOST 1 0 84993. (34993.
SHCOST 1 0 57696. 57696.
RHCOST 1 0 38778. 38778.
FWHTCOST 1 0 3220U/. 32207.
CONDCOST 1 0 370328. 496643.
HWCOST 1 0 103273. 112927.










FILE: PWR HISTORY D PAGE 005
CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
HWCOST i92035. 4i3.
1 UTILITY INVESTMENT ESTIMATION
CAPITAL INVESTMENT
TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT 45406210.
1 PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS
PROFITABILITY INDICES
RATE OF RETURN ON EQUITY 0.20000
OVERALL DISCOUNTED RATE 0.13500
NET PRESENT VALUE INDEX 0.0
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 0.11578
PAYOUT TIME 8.63733
BREAKEVEN FRACTION 0.67319
BREAKEVEN VOLUME, KG/YEAR 9.560D+11
PRODUCT SELLING PRICE
POWER $/KG 1.549D-05
ENTERING CONVERGENCE BLOCK CONV3 ROUTINE: SECANT
ITER 2 FOR SPECS: AC-SPEC
.154934331068450782E-04 .999999999999999766E+70














MA.%CHA I - I-
PMP1COST 1 1 40035. 50984.
PMP2COST 1 1 80293. 119278.
ECONCOST 1 0 23079. 23079.
EVAPCOST 1 0 84993. 84993.
SHCOST 1 0 57696. 57696.
RHCOST 1 0 38778. 'J778.
FWHTCOST 1 0 32207. ,2207.
CONOCOST 1 0 370328. 496643.
HWCOST 1 0 103273. 112927.
ID ITEM MATERIAL COST LABOR
HOURS
TIME = 9.09/ 9.22













TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT 59206009.
PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS
PROFITABILITY INDICES
RATE OF RETURN ON EQUITY 0.20000
OVERALL DISCOUNTED RATE 0.13500
NET PRESENT VALUE INDEX 0.0
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 0.11555
PAYOUT TIME 8.65432
BREAKEVEN FRACTION 0.65406
BREAKEVEN VOLUME, KG/YEAR 9.288D+11
PRODUCT SELLING PRICE
POWER $/KG 1.890D-05
ENTERING CONVERGENCE BLOCK CONV3 ROUTINE: SECANT INTERFACE: CONVI MODEL: SECANT TIME = 9.32/ 9.48
ITER 3 FOR SPECS: AC-SPEC
.188999999999999986E-04 .999999999999999766E+70 .999999999999999766E+70
CONV3 (SECANT ) ITER= 3 *** CONVERGED ***
NEW X G(X) X ERROR
1 FISCAL (3) 3299712.9 .0 3299712.9 .0
EQUIPMENT COST SUMMARY
ID ITEM QUAN STAND BASE COST PURCHASED COST
-TITY -BY
PMPICOST 1 1 40035. )0984.
PMP2COST 1 1 80293. 119278.
ECONCOST 1 0 23079. 23079.
FILE.' PWR HISTORY D PAGE 007
CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
EVAPCOST 1 0 84993. 84993.
SHCOST 1 0 57696. 57696.
RHCOST 1 0 38778. 38778.
FWHTCOST 1 0 32207. 32207.
CONDCOST 1 0 370328. 496643.
HWCOST 1 0 103273. 112927.
----------------------- ---------------------------------- ----------




PMP2CO ST 342937. 3.21.







I UTILITY INVESTMENT ESTIMATION
CAPITAL INVESTMENT
TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT 59206009.
1 PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS
1 PROFITABILITY INDICES
iATE OF RETURN ON EQUITY 0.20000
OVERALL DISCOUNTED RATE 0.13500
NET PRESENT VALUE INDEX 0.0
RETURN ON INVESTMENT 0.11555
PAYOUT TIME 8.65432
BREAKEVEN FRACTION 0.65406
BREAKEVEN VOLUME, KG/YEAR 9.288D+11
PRODUCT SELLING PRICE
POWER $/KG i.890D-05
CALCULATION SEQUENCE COMPLETED TIME = 9.56/ 9.75
REPORT WRITER ENTERED TIME 9.56/ 9.77
END OF CONVERGENCE BLOCK CHAIN
NO BLOCKS IN TRANSFER BLOCK CHAIN
FILE: PWR HISTORY D PAGE 008
FILE: PWR HISTORY D CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
END OF FORTRAN BLOCK CHAIN
END OF UOS BLOCK CHAIN
VERTICAL PRESSURE VESSEL SIZING RESULTS:
NO.VESSELS I INNER DIAM 3.048D+00 SHELL WGT
VERTICAL PRESSU-RE VESSELCOSTING RESULTS:
SHELL WGT 4.788D+04 BASE COST 1.033D+05 TOTAL COST
END OF COST BLOCK CHAIN
END OF ECONOMICS BLOCK CHAIN
4.788D+04
1.1290+05
REPORT GENERATED TIME = 10.82/ 11.11





















*** ** ****** ** ****E* ******I*******
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